Answer For Simile Crossword
figurative language - buffaloschools - 1 a word that must be included in a simile 3 giving human traits to
objects or non- living things 5 in assonance, similar vowel sounds are always located_____ in a word 6 in
alliteration, similar sounds of several successive words occur at the _____ of each word 7 vowel sound that is
repeated internally in words in a phrase simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification worksheet simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification worksheet directions: label: simile, metaphor, hyperbole,
personification. explain. example: the baby cow was as big as a house. _hyperbole__ _exaggeration “as big as
a house”_____ 1. her smile was as sweet as sunshine on a rainy day. _____ _____ 2. reading worksheet
writing worksheet work sheets human language - simile, metaphor, personification, or hyperbole how do
you figure? the leaves are compared to fish without using "like" or "as." (write a sentence explaining your
answer) 8. the old clock down in the parlor / like a sleepless mourner grieves, which technique is being used?
simile _____ simile, metaphor, personification, or hyperbole answer for simile crossword - bing - pdfsdirnn
- answer for simile crossword.pdf free pdf download now!!! source #2: answer for simile crossword.pdf free pdf
download identifying figurative language #1 - ereading worksheets - identifying figurative language #2
. directions: read the lines of poetry. slashes represent line breaks. figure out which technique is being used:
simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. in the boxes, explain how you figured out your answer. it is
possible that more than one technique is being used. if you can, explain each. 1. figurative language: find
the hyperbole | printable worksheets - title: figurative language: find the hyperbole | printable worksheets
author: http://k12reader created date: 3/10/2014 3:48:56 pm identifying figurative language – worksheet
1 - identifying figurative language – worksheet 1 carefully read the lines of poetry below. note that the slashes
(/) represent line breaks. determine which technique is being used: simile, metaphor, hyperbole or
personification. then, explain your answer. it may be possible for more than one technique to be used. 1.
name: figurative language worksheet 1 - ereading worksheets - name: _____ figurative language
worksheet 1 directions: read the lines of poetry. slashes represent line breaks. figure out which technique is
being used: simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. in the boxes, explain how you figured out your
answer. it is possible that more than one technique is being used. figurative language- what is it?
worksheet/quiz - figurative language- what is it? worksheet/quiz 1. onomatopoeia __9_ use of figurative
language to create or enhance an image 2. simile __3_ caleb calls chris ʻcause heʼs comingʼ to california 3.
alliteration __7_ the boat hugged the shore 4. hyperbole __5_ my mind is an ocean 5. metaphor __2_ my mind
is like an ocean figurative language: what is it? | printable worksheets - circle the correct answer for
each question below. 1) “as straight as an arrow” is an example of what? a) metaphor b) simile c)
onomatopoeia d) hyperbole 2) “lucky lady” is an example of what? a) metaphor b) oxymoron c) alliteration d)
onomatopoeia 3) “boom!” is an example of what? a) oxymoron b) simile lyrics - mrwek's class - lyrics to be
used with rrr song “figurative language” chorus sometimes what you mean is not exactly what you say that's
ﬁgurative language, using words in different ways personiﬁcation, alliteration, assonance, hyperbole
onomatopoeia, metaphor, and simile verse i when sally seems to sit somewhere separate from sonia,
printable crossword puzzles high school students - soup - feature to solar system, then create original
crossword puzzles based on their research. kenken is a puzzle game with great combination of logic and
manageable math. moly olonoff, a high school student, won the first two kenken logic puzzle. simile crossword
puzzle a crossword puzzle to complete with the missing adjectives. the aim is to learn the reading strategies
and literary elements - glencoe - the reading strategies and literary elements booklet is composed of
reproducible lessons and exercises. the focus lessons provide a focused way of introducing specific literary
concepts and reading strategies. the exercises are directly modeled after the end-of-grade test. each exercise
contains two or three passages and a like or similes - super teacher worksheets - a simile (pronounced:
sim-uh-lee) is a figure of speech that compares two things that are not normally alike. many similes use the
words like or as. how many similes are in this poem? similes by lill pluta black as words on printed pages. sad
like tigers locked in cages. long as thread unrolled from spools. straight like legs on wooden stools.
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